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In a recent paper /I/ we established a direct correspondence between

supersymmetric models and a field theory based on non-commutative geome-

try proposed by R, Coquereaux, G. Esposito-Farese and G. Vaillant /3/. We

identified the general models of ref.2t with' those that arise from taking

as the gauge group U(m/n), for connections defined on a superspace which

is conventional space-time plus two Grassmann (space-time) scalar coordi-

nates.

Following the philosophy of our earlier work /I/, in the present note

we comment on another model, also based on the idea of non-commutative geo-

metry, recently proposed by Balakrishna, Gursey and Wali /3/r (BGW).

Going beyond the simplest Z_ grading of ref./2/, BGW extend space-time

to include new coordinates that are elements of the algebra of Pauli ma-

trices. Following the general construction of supersymmetric models out-

lined by Dondi and Jarvis /4/, we formulate the BGW model as a Yang-Mills

theory of the graded Lie algebra 11(2/1) over a graded space-time manifold

(x,y,Q,0). For calculational details we refer the reader to refs./l/ and /4/.

This correspondence is, at first sight, somewhat surprising. One would

not be too surprised that a Z~ graded non-commutative model could be cast

into supersymmetric form (the Z ? being the give away). However, there is

no a priori reason for believing that this should be also possible in the

case of more general algebras. The results that we present therefore point

one in the direction of conjecturing that all non-commutative models, have

supersymmetric equivalents, though we do not present any concrete results

in this direction here.

Returning to our task of establishing the equivalence of the non-commu-

tative and graded Lie algebra forms of the BGW model, we choose the funda-

mental three-dimensional representation of the U(2/l) generators as /A/:



R = -

s a t i s f y i n g the graded Lie algebra

[e,Rm ] = Q, [e ,Q a ] = - Qa, [e ,Q a ] = Qa

where m,n = 0,1,2,3; a,b = 1,2; a = (l,a),

a, = Q2 =

= 0

if (mnE) an even (odd) permutation

of (1,2,3),

otherwise.

0 0 o a

As in BGW, e = Y + ̂  where Y is the usual SU(3) generator and we also

have the following identification between the U(2/l) generators and the

U's and V's defined in BGW:

Ql = U_, Q2 = V , Q
1 = U+, Q

2 = V+

While the generators as matrices match, it"stiould be borne in mind that

they are anticommuting objects, and so, for example anticommute with the

Grassmann co-ordinates.



A gauge field in the present context becomes an algebra valued graded

one-form with an expansion,

4>(x,0,0) = dx^V (x,0,0) + d9E(x,0,S) + dS I{x,0,S) .

The graded two-form

Q.= d* + <t><t

corresponds to the usual Yang-Mills field strength, and has an expansion

with

\ F0G * FQ0 F00

F = 3 V - 3 V + [V ,V ]

- Vu

" 3§ V

FG9

To obtain the BGW model choose

V = W X(x) R. * 8 (x) e i = 1,2,3
[i M i U

E = H+(x) 0
1 + HQ(x) Q

2 - fi(x) 0

I = H+(x) Qa + H0(x) Jf, - i(x) 0

where the B's and W's are clearly gauge bosons and the H's and A's are the

Higgs bosons. The notation is chosen to correspond to that of BGW.

It is now a simple matter to show the relationship between the compo-

nents of the connection defined here and the field strength Si defined in

equations (19), (21) and (22) of BGW:

F „ dxp d6 = (n - !2_S) dO

F ^ de dS = [-2A + [H,H| - i a e + i a 0] ae <£ ,

F ^ dQ dQ = 2J2+3 S dG dQ

F g 5 dS d5 = 2SJ_3 9 dS d£>

where on the r.h.s. we have the components defined in BGW.

We note here that we do not exactly reproduce the £2 _ of BGW. However,

this difference is immaterial and can easily be accomodated by subtracting

1 d0 dQ from J = d*> + *«. To see this write the fi+_ of BGW explicitly

a - H H + A° + A3 + 1 -fiH + A1 - iA2

+ + o +

- H H + A1 + i
+ o

- H H + A ° - A 3 + 1
O 0

0

H H + H H - 1
+ + 0 0

In our case the corresponding tern) in 9^ is

{H,H} =

H + H + -

H H - A1 - i
+ o

1 ?
H H - A 1 + iA
0 +

H O H Q - A0
 t A3

H H + H H

+ + DO



If we now define

we notice that the only difference between our supersymmetric construction

and BGW is in the relative sign between the 5U(2), 2x2, block and the lower

right hand U(l) block. However, this difference is immaterial, for when

we square 'J- and take the SU(2) x U{1) trace (not supertrace) we get exactly

the same action as BGW. Recall that in BGW also one has to put in shifts

in the Higgs fields to obtain the "correct" potential. This subtraction

of a constant in the supersymmetric models was also noted in ref./l/. It

was painted out in /I/ that a more elegant method of obtaining the action,

but with fields that do not aquire vacuum expectation values was to replace

^ (*) with

n) - ** ,

where n is the vacuum expectation value of the origi al choice of field.

Notice that the minima of the action <} will be at $ = 0. For the model

of BGW one needs to take

2 2
n = d0 [ p Q2 + ijjj 0 (e + R3) ] + dS [ u Q2 + ̂  9 (e + R3) ] .

We have thus shown that the BGW model also falls within the general class

of models discussed by Oondi and Jarvis /4/, except that we have to enlarge

the Lie group to U(2/l) from Stl(2/1). The BGW non-commutative theory is

one based on an extended spacetime with the appended co-ordinates being

elements of U(2). The re-writing that we have performed in this paper is

to set up the theory on an extended space-time, with the extension being

two Grassmann co-ordinates, and to allow for an "internal" supergroup U(2/l).

This particular model is a specific choice of the superfields V, £ and I.

Other non-commutative models can be generated by different choices of the

superfields in the general 11(2/1) construction. As we remarked at the be-

i m « • » * ;

ginning of this text, it is quite tempting to believe that all non-commu-

tative models may be represented as supersymmetric theories.
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